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Teenage loser Lenny Dreckle of Johnson City,
Missouri, is finally a winner – in the zombie lotto.
About to be shot by robbers at the Taco Bell after
hours, Lenny’s saved by a bright light that scares the
robbers away. Unfortunately, the world as Lenny
knows it is fast coming to an end. An unknown
disaster kills ninety percent of the human population,
turning them into flesh-eating zombies.
Teaming up with other survivors and armed with
cans of cat food to distract the zombies, Lenny
embarks on a bizarre odyssey to find the cause of the
zombie apocalypse and to take back the world one
town at a time, starting with Johnson City. The
question is, can Lenny keep his hands off the lovely
zombie Andrea and avoid being devoured or infected
by her? Loser that Lenny is, his fate hangs in the
balance.
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Chapter 1
You know it’s going to be a bad day when the bird
singing outside your window is a buzzard. A zombie
apocalypse virus that kills ninety-nine percent of the
world’s population is supposed to happen to other people,
somewhere like New York City or Los Angeles, but not
to me, Lenny Dreckle, in Johnson City, Missouri. I
always wanted to be in the top one percent, but a zombie
apocalypse is not the future I envisioned, where everybody
dies, sort of...
*****
I was working late with Kirstin at Taco Bell when
my world ended. She’s so hot. Two armed robbers burst in,
pinning me to the floor at gunpoint. Kirstin tried to run,
but they grabbed her, too.
“Any last words, boy?”
“Lord, have mercy, I don’t want to die!” I pleaded.
“Everyone dies, boy. Why should you be any
different?”
“I just don’t want it to hurt!”
“Don’t worry. Death is the end of pain. It won’t
hurt.”
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“Easy for you to say. See you in hell.”
Kirstin screamed. I heard the shot, but the robber
was right. I felt no pain. I saw the bright light, but it was
not what I expected. The night sky turned to day, but, no
one called me to heaven or hell. Maybe I was deaf from
the gunshot. I shielded my eyes; the brightness was
everywhere. This was no out-of-body experience. The
robber lay dying at my side, twitching. What the hell?
His partner ran off. I grabbed the robber’s gun and beat
his head in. Smashing his skull was sickening, but I
figured I’d get over it.
Miraculously, I was fine. There was no blood, no
wounds, nothing. I was alive and still in this world. A
pockmark scarred the cement floor where my head was
pressed moments ago. Kirstin was dead, her face
smothered in a vat of frijoles. I thought she was faking at
first, but she wasn’t breathing. Even dead, wearing a
mask of re-fried beans, Kirstin was still hot. Well, warm.
She was cooling fast. I copped a feel before calling 911. I
felt a bit guilty, but not that much. There was no answer
at the cop-shop. All I got was recordings of seventies
music. Figures. Cops have no taste in music.
I attempted mouth to mouth, something I always
wanted to do with Kirstin, but it was a letdown. She
tasted like beans. The lights went out. I copped another
feel, really feeling a guilt trip now, because feeling up the
dead is probably a sin. I am bad person with no control.
I crawled to the backdoor through the darkness,
using my cell phone to light the way. Power was out for all
of Johnson City. I ran next door to the gas station for
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help, but it was deserted. The streets were deserted, too.
There weren’t even cars driving by. How odd. I returned
to check on Kirstin, but when I opened the door, she
lunged at me, trying to tear my throat out. What the hell?
Kirstin was a zombie. She’s still hot, but I ran home.
Crazy zombie bitch.
*****
That’s how the zombie apocalypse started for me.
At home, my mom and dad wandered off to become
zombies, too. No loss there. I’m home alone, seventeen
years old, almost not a virgin, a senior in high school,
about to turn my life around, and what happens?
Everyone dies and becomes zombies. I felt cheated. It’s
not fair.
At first I stayed inside, eating tuna from cans. The
electricity stayed off, spoiling the food in the refrigerator. I
locked the doors. Neighbor zombies outside scurried
about chasing cats and dogs. Good. I always hated the
barking dog next door. After a few days, a pickup truck
drove by, honking its horn. I wasn’t alone! I rushed out to
the street, waving my arms, almost getting hit.
“Stop!”
“Get in!” ordered an attractive middle-aged lady,
opening the passenger’s side door. “Hurry up, kid, before
they get us!”
“It’s daylight,” I complained, still in morning-sloth
mode. “Zombies don’t like the light. Slow down!”
“Shut up, you little twerp, or I’ll leave you! Zombies
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may not like light, but it’s not a deal-breaker. They lurk
everywhere in the shadows.”
“Where are we going?”
“It doesn’t matter. If you don’t know where you’re
going, any road will get you there.”
“I’m Lenny Dreckle,” I said, offering a handshake.
“You?”
“Dreckle? Ha, that’s a good one!” She laughed,
keeping both hands on the wheel. “Are you any relation to
Eugene Dreckle? Yes, you are. I can see Eugene in your
silly face.”
“That’s my dad,” I answered, slumping. “You know
my dad? Is he dead?”
“How should I know?” she answered, still laughing
at some inside joke she was not sharing. “Small world,
isn’t it?”
“How do you know my dad?”
“Let’s just say I know him real well.”
“How well is real well?”
“None of your business, you little twerp. So, you’re
Dreckle Junior? Sawed off little shit. Not much to look at,
are you? Just like your pervert dad.”
“Did you have sex with my dad?” I asked, angrily.
“How could you do that? He’s married.”
“Your mother isn’t much better. Besides, it was so
short, I wouldn’t call what we did sex. It was more of a
spasm on his part. I mean technically we had sex, but...”
“You shut up!”
“Make me, shorty!”
“Dumb blond.”
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“That’s an unfair stereo-system!”
The blond slammed on the brakes to avoid hitting a
young girl zombie jaywalking across Market Street. She
was wearing stylish sunglasses and carrying a dead cat.
The zombie staggered off, but not before flipping us the
bird.
“I should have run that zombie bitch over!” fumed
the lady, flipping the bird back. “I still might. It would be
one less walking dead.”
“No! That was Andrea Williams, the hottest girl in
high school.”
“Her red hair is a cheap dye job.”
“Unlike yours? I’ve known Andrea since first grade.
Her red hair has always been so fine, it’s to die for.”
“Big Red is a shit-eating zombie bitch now.”
“Maybe we should go after her,” I suggested,
longingly watching Andrea stagger away. She still had a
nice butt, for a zombie. Andrea had that hot sexy zombie
stagger-limp-twaddle thing going on. “Move that
moneymaker, girl!”
“Are you out of your mind?”
“She flipped you off. That means there’s still
intelligence rattling around inside her zombie brain
somewhere.”
“Next time, I’ll shoot the bitch.”
“You swear too much,” I commented, put off by her
profanity. “Don’t you know swearing isn’t feminine? Do
you want to be socially limited, stuck in the trailer park
forever?”
“Well excuse fucking me. The world just ended and
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went all to hell, and I’m just a little pissed off about it!”
“Just saying...” I mumbled, not wanting to provoke
her any further.
“It don’t matter.” Blondie brightened, suddenly
upbeat. “I’m moving on up to a mansion on the hill. Want
to come with me, Dreckle Junior? By the way, my name is
Kansas.”
“Call me Lenny. You made that up, right? Kansas is
a state, not a name.”
“Kansas is a state of mind. Kansas is God’s
country, and I’m God’s Bitch, a Jayhawk baptized in dirty
water.” She crossed herself and rolled up her sleeve,
showing off her new ‘God’s Bitch’ tattoo on her bicep.
“Everyone is dead, so I’ll call myself anything I fucking
want. Deal with it!”
“Stop swearing, or I’ll dump you. I don’t need you. I
don’t need anyone, either.”
“Oh sure, run off, see if I care!” cried Kansas,
sobbing into the steering wheel. “Typical male, you run off
when the going gets tough. Do they teach running off to
all you boys at some all male school for jerks? Fine. Go
ahead, I’m better off with out you!”
Crazy lady, I thought, but kind of hot. Still, crying
is unfair. “How old are you, late fifties?”
“I am thirty-nine.”
“Yeah, right.”
“What’s it to you? No one cares anymore. The
world ended, remember?”
“Let me see your driver’s license.”
“It’s suspended for drunk driving. Show me yours.”
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“I don’t have a license yet.”
“Why am I not surprised?”
“I don’t need no stinking license.”
“Keep telling yourself that.”
“Would you have sex with me?” I asked, deftly
changing the subject.
“Not if you were the last pitiful excuse for the male
gender left on Earth, you horny little jail-bait twerp.”
“I just might be the last man on Earth,” I argued
desperately. “I’m not jail bait. There’s no jail left anymore.
I called the cop-shop. There’s no answer. Come on.”
“It’s not happening, boy.”
“Don’t you know we should start repopulating the
Earth as soon as possible?” I asked reasonably. “The
world needs to start over, and we need to do our part, our
patriotic duty.”
“Go repopulate with your girlfriend zombie,”
sneered Kansas. “I know you got a thing for her.”
“Andrea is not my girlfriend.”
Kansas slammed on the brakes again, this time in
front of Walgreen’s Drug Store. “Come with me, tough
guy. I need to score something to pick me up, and some
batteries. A girl can never have enough batteries during a
zombie apocalypse.”
“Sure, whatever. Just say no to drugs.”
“Shut up. A little pick-me-up ... Oxy never hurt
anyone.”
I followed Kansas inside. The store was already
trashed by zombies. Kansas jumped over the counter,
spilling pills everywhere, looking for the good stuff. I
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scored a box of condoms.
“What do you think you’re going to do with those?”
taunted Kansas. “Hell will freeze over before you score
with me or anyone else.”
“Don’t flatter yourself, granny,” I snapped. “I’m
planning ahead, not just getting high like a drug addict.”
“Don’t call me a granny! I’m not a grandmother.
Not anymore.” She grabbed for more pills, then howled,
“You just want sex with that red-headed zombie bimbo! I
saw how you looked at her. What is it with teenage boys?
You think of sex every eleven seconds, and the other ten
seconds in between, too.”
“Is sex with zombies even humanly possible?” I
asked speculatively, pocketing a couple more condom
boxes. Andrea was so hot, even with her rotting flesh, bad
breath, and drool. Maybe we could make it work.
“She’ll rip your throat out, you stupid little twerp!”
shouted Kansas, popping Prozac and other assorted pills.
“It don’t matter to me if you retreat to the safety of
middle age. Abandon humanity, for all I care.”
“You’re right about one thing,” relented Kansas,
still annoyed. “We need to plan ahead. There is safety in
numbers, so tonight we sleep together.”
“Really?” I asked, brightening. “For real? You and
me?”
“No!”
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Chapter 2
As the sun set, the lights came on! Such a beautiful
thing, electricity. Kansas instinctively stopped for a red
light. Zombies were beginning to gather. They weren’t all
that aggressive yet, but still, we were getting hungry
stares. Several zombies scavenged a corpse lying on the
sidewalk. Yum, yum.
A lone starving zombie finally lunged at our car,
slobbering all over the windshield. Kansas scared him off
with the spray from the windshield wipers, then ran him
over up on the sidewalk. Zombies ate the fool for lunch.
Waste not, want not.
Kansas drove to Wheeler Park, out by the old
hydroelectric dam on the edge of town. We figured, if the
electricity was on, someone must be operating the power
plant. I have loved Wheeler Park since I was a kid. It’s so
serene, even now, with zombie corpses lying about. By the
gazebo, several lay dead, victims of shotgun blasts, proof
we weren’t alone.
I enjoyed a quiet moment with Kansas, watching the
fireflies, trying to stay upwind from the zombie corpses.
The sound of crickets brought me back to happier times of
my childhood. As a kid I played endlessly here, running
until I was exhausted, catching frogs in the pond while
9
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my mother watched. Now, there was no one to watch.
My parents weren’t perfect, but, God, I missed them.
Melancholy, I nonchalantly put my arm around Kansas’
shoulder, seductively sliding my hand down her back, but
she slapped me good. My ears rang from the hit. “Ouch! I
just thought you might be getting cold!”
“Focus, will you! There’s someone here keeping the
plant going. We have to get in.”
“Fine. Whatever.”
We crossed the baseball field toward the dam. I
picked up an aluminum bat left at home plate. Where were
all the children? As if on cue, a parked ice cream truck
eerily began playing music. Zombie kids in the dry ice
freezer snacking on popsicles, getting their sugar high
between eating flesh, ran our way. It was like someone
rang the dinner bell for a hundred ankle-biters.
The music drew zombie children from all directions.
We ran to the high ground, atop park playground
equipment. Zombies surrounded us, awkwardly trying to
scale the slide and ladders. Kansas shot the first zombie
up the slide with her Beretta. The zombie tyke slipped in
his own blood. Others climbed over, slipping and falling.
A tall zombie, maybe an early teen, pulled himself
up behind me, grabbing my ankle. He bit clean through
my shoe. I smacked the little shit on his head with my bat.
The crushed skull was a sickening sound. His head came
off, flying through the goalposts of life. The inside of my
shoe sloshed with blood as I maneuvered to meet the next
zombie.
I had never killed anything before, except maybe
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burning ants with a magnifying glass, and lots of deer,
and that low-life robber, but they don’t really count. This
was nothing like those shoot-’em-up video games like
America’s Galactic Foreign Legion. I felt bad but got over
it as I smacked a few more sawed-off mini-me zombies. I
was just warming up. Kansas gleefully shot zombies until
she ran out of ammunition. Damn! There were too many.
This was not going to end well.
Kansas crossed herself, praying to Heaven for a
miracle. God answered. The park automatic sprinkler
system came on, dousing the zombies. It seemed to
distract them. Many zombies wandered off, growling
about the forced shower. Others sucked on the sprinkler
heads. I motioned to the lake, and our escape.
“We’ll run for it, and swim to the dam.”
“I can’t swim,” balked Kansas. “I’d rather fight
here.”
I pulled Kansas off the platform. Zombies followed.
I ran so fast my cap turned backwards. At the shore, an
otter pup lay in the sand, looking up with those big sad
puppy-dog eyes. I clubbed it to death, throwing its limp
body back at the zombies. Never turning down an easy
meal, the zombies fell into a feeding frenzy.
“Be gone, children of the corn!” I shouted. More corn
tykes gave chase.
We jumped into the water. I don’t know if zombies
can swim, but none followed as I swam for the dam,
Kansas clinging to my back. Boxes of condoms kept us
afloat, then drifted away in our wake. At the dam we
pulled ourselves up, exhausted. Kansas kissed me chaste
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on the cheek.
“Does that mean we’re going to...?”
“No!”
*****

Two large cast iron locked doors labeled
‘maintenance’ blocked the innards of the dam. Inside came
the constant hum of machinery. I pounded on the doors,
announcing our presence.
“Go away!” replied a voice inside. “Leave me
alone!”
“Open up! My name is Lenny Dreckle, this is
Kansas. We want to join forces against the zombies.”
“Kansas? You betcha. My name is Oz, and I’m
staying behind the curtain. I’m not falling for your tricks. I
have guns. You can’t make me leave!”
“No one wants to make you leave. We appreciate
you turning on the electricity. Are you a city employee?
We can work together. Together we can rebuild, get things
started again. Come on, open up!”
“The mayor fired me after nineteen and a half years
of loyal service to the city. He said I was unstable. Can
you believe that? Me? Oz? Unstable? It was politics, is
what it was. If you don’t kiss City Hall’s ass, they get rid
of you. Well guess what? I got my job back, I’m my own
boss, and I’m not leaving.”
“But what about the zombies? We need to work
together if we’re going to survive against the zombies.”
“The zombies are the best thing to ever happen to
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Johnson City. Welcome to Terre Merda, monsieur!”
“Say something,” I suggested, turning to Kansas.
“Offer the old codger sex if he comes out.”
“No!”
“It might work if he’s desperate enough. Oz hasn’t
seen you yet.”
“Shut up,” said Kansas, getting angrier. “Is sex all
you ever think about, you grungy little twerp?”
“Grungy? I’m not grungy. You’re going to appreciate
me someday.”
“I’m not putting out for that crazy fool!”
“Hey!” exclaimed Oz. “I can hear you out there
talking about me. Step directly in front of the peep hole so
I can get a good look at the broad and see if she’s my
type.”
“Show him some leg,” I whispered. “When he cracks
the door, I’ll jump him.”
“I heard that, too!” shouted Oz. “You’re not
jumping anyone!”
“Now you’ve done it,” groused Kansas. “Now he’ll
never open up.”
“Oh come on, I was just kidding,” I explained. “Was
that you who shotgunned those zombies in the park? That
was good work. We killed a bunch, too. Open the doors.
We’ll make a good tag team, taking the zombies down for
the count!”
“This is your last warning. Go away, or else!”
“Fine, but we’ll be back!”
“Don’t bother. And another thing, Dreckle, I know
your mother. She’s a slut!”
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“You better take that back!” I replied, hitting the
door with my fist. “It’s a good thing you have this door to
protect you. Punk!”
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